beta 4 berth
Rooftop camping

The space capsule
Internal lighting
Wind and weather proof
360-degree panoramic views
162cm wide x 198cm long bed
Cost effective travel for four people
Pod has solar powered ventilation + insect proof
Top quality, resilient and dependable roof tent made in Europe

perfect for
Two couples
Groups of three
Two travellers wanting separate beds
Familes looking to save money on their transport

beta 4 berth roof tent specs
Assisted opening
Our rooftop tents feature a patented
gas strut-assisted opening mechanism,
making set up incredibly fast and easy less than 30 seconds, and nearly as
quick to collapse back down.
Comfortable Mattress
A comfortable sleep is guaranteed in our
rooftop tents with a thick, moisture-resistant 3” high-density foam mattress.
Getting in and out
Access to the roof tent is easily gained
by using the specially designed
telescoping aluminum ladder. The design
automatically adjusts to the height of
the vehicle and prevents bending while
you’re in the tent.
Storage
Our rooftop tents include a handy
storage pocket for stowing keys, wallets,
headlamps, clothing or anything else
you need to quickly stash inside the tent.
They also feature an additional large
ceiling storage net for larger items.
Wind and rain performance
All of our tents have passed a grueling
durability test, and you can sleep in
confidence knowing they are waterproof
and tested in winds up to 100km/h.

Rooftop tent fabric
Our roof tents are made by James Baroud and are a top quality, high-performing fabric compared to other roof top
tents. They utilize proprietary aluminized
polyester with acrylic coating that is
100% waterproof, breathable, UV-resistant, non-perishable, and solar-reflective.
All windows are covered with quality
insect-proof netting.
LED lighting
Our roof tents feature a bright 15-LED
rechargeable flashlight. Made of tough
polycarbonate with an integrated belt
clip, the light may be removed from the
tent and carried around camp to illuminate your way wherever you go. Includes
a charge indicator LED as well as a USB
charging cord.
Ventilation
Our roof tents feature a unique electric
ventilation fan powered by a sealed solar
panel on top of the tent shell. The ventilation fan is completely waterproof and
can run on 24 hours on a single charge.
Additional air vents with integrated dust
filters on each side of the tent provide
air circulation inside while the tent is
closed.

Roof tent dimensions
Bed length: 1.98m
Bed width: 1.62m
Inside height: 1.04m
Total drive height: 2.30m
Available in Sydney and Cairns from 15 December 2018

